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MEETING
DATE I TIME
LOCATION
FACILITATOR
NOTE TAKER

SHADOW EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE WORKSHOP
MONDAY 1 ST DECEMBER I 5.30PM
FITZROVIA COMMUNITY CENTRE
AM
GH

PRESENT

Ian Milne
Wendy Shillam
Yoram Blumann
Nick Bailey
Gwilym Harbottle
Ali Matthews
Sharon Banoff

IM
WS
YB
NB
GH
AM
SB

MINUTES
1.

Welcome and apologies
Presenter
Facilitator
Apologies received from Daniel Castle and Brian Weaver.
Ali Matthews gave an overview of the Workshop. The aim was to set
out a plan especially for the next 3 months. Wendy Shillam would
present in relation to priorities and Nick Bailey in relation to what was
and was not strategic.

2.

FitzWest Aims
Presenter
WS
Priorities would be divided into (i) those included in the plan; (ii)
those which were strategic and could not be included in the plan
but in respect of which the Forum could monitor or campaign and
(iii) other initiatives for Fitzwest to spearhead.
Topic Group Priorities

3.

4.

Presenter
WS
The convenor of each topic group placed 3 post-its with priorities
under various headings. These priorities had come from their
respective topic groups. See Annex.

What is strategic – what can the plan
do?
Presenter
NB
Nick Bailey presented on what is strategic with handouts on key
policies in the London plan; a diagram showing the planning policy
framework; and a guidance note on neighbourhood plans. Drew
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Stevenson had said that we need a vision for the area. A lot of the
planning documents are under review (Ali Matthews suggested this
may be an opportunity). The plan must relate to existing policies.
Wendy Shillam noted that “strategic” was narrow: examples were
housing numbers and locations, road building, any Oxford St
pedestrianisation, the core hours policy (Ali Matthews noted that
things like the core hours policy were enforced very flexibly).
Papers attached.
Action
5.

Evaluation of priorities
Presenter
Wendy Shillam
Three categories:
· Policy (for FitzWest)- Green
· Strategic (for WCC – but possibly for us to monitor or
campaign) Red
· Other initiatives (for FitzWest to spearhead) Orange
(To be highlighted with coloured stars on post-it notes)
There followed an evaluation of priorities (see Annex). Yoram
Blumann pointed out that the Government is relaxing rules on
affordable housing and Westminster is reviewing. It can be replaced
by a payment which may not be spent in the area. Wendy Shillam
pointed out that this could be put into the plan and Yoramnoted
that there were precedents for the investment of such payments in
the area. Ian Milne noted that showrooms were still protected but
planning committees were less willing to enforce this. Westminster
were starting to worry about the lack of business space.
The Executive agreed that the priorities as set out on the panels will
be presented to a public meeting for their comments, objections
and omissions.
Action
Prepare slides for next public
meeting and website.
WS

6.

Process - Road map
Presenter
AM
Ali presented a Neighbourhood Plan Process diagram from the
locality website, which envisages the following stages:
a. February 2015: Community Engagement and
Involvement.
b. Building the evidence base.
c. April 2015: Themes, Aims, Visions, Options. Make the
Plan.
d. June 2015: Consultation on draft Plan.
e. December 2015: Submission to the LPA.
f. February 2016: Independent Examination.
g. Referendum.
h. The Plan is made.
Action
Prepare slides for next public
meeting and website.
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7.
7.1

What do we need to do when, and how should we do it?
Community engagement
Topic Groups.
Since some groups had been sparsely attended it was decided to
reduce the number. The new groups and their convenors will be:
i. Housing, Development, Conservation and
Culture. Nick Bailey, Wendy Shillam, Sharon
Banoff, Claire-Louise John and Gwilym
Harbottle.
ii. Environment. Ali Matthews, Brian Weaver and
Yoram Blumann.
iii. Transport. Yoram Blumann, Wendy Shillam,
Brian Weaver.
iv. Business and Economic Development. Daniel
Castle, Ian Milne, Ali Matthews.
Means of communication:
v. Monthly email. Ali Matthews to convene.
Editors Ian Milne, Wendy Shillam and Sharon
Banoff. By January at the latest.
vi. Twitter. By February. Ask Co-op to sponsor.
vii. Placeholders: local supermarkets, schools,
cafes, restaurants, churches.
viii. Comment box FCC. Gwilym Harbottle.
ix. Flyers/poster linked to AGM. Wendy Shillam.
x. Streetlife. Sharon Banoff.
xi. Fitzrovia News. When official.
xii. BBC London/LBC. Sharon Banoff. When there
is a story.
xiii. 3 public meetings per year (Spring, Summer,
Winter).
xiv. Contact list from Kompass. Wendy Shillam.
xv. A walk in spring (with celebrity).
xvi. Questionnaire once official but before we
start drafting (subject to checking with Tom
Kimber that it will be considered important).
This can be disseminated by various means:
Survey Monkey, Fitzrovia News, Fitzrovia
Journal.
xvii. Consultation Strategy.
Action
Each group to find one sponsor.
Suggested chair of new groups
highlighted in red – but not agreed
at the meeting.

7.2

NB, AM,
WS,IM

Building the evidence base
The meeting went on to consider Building the Evidence Base. What
evidence do we need?
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a. Land use figures across the board (including upper
stories) – residential, office, retail. Trends.
b. Evidence from similar areas.
c. Enforcement history (planning and licensing). Local
issues. Wardens.
d. Multimodal traffic counts.
e. Housing (market assessment).
f. Business data.
g. Number of licensed premises (compare elsewhere).
h. Number of arts/cultural premises.
i. Pollution data.
j. Planners’ current thinking (including current WCC
policies).
k. Quality of sustainability in new developments.
l. Green spaces – now?
m. Proposed developments/sites (opportunity sites).
Sources
·
·
·
·

The meeting then considered Resources.
a. Each group to find one or more sponsors to help
collect information.
b. We had £1,400 from the ward budget. We have
spent about £200-£300.
c. Gwilym Harbottle to draft CIC constitution for next
meeting (based on existing draft constitution).
d. Wendy Shillam and Ali Matthews to write a bid for
£7,000 (mid March).
e. We will need input from planners when writing the
plan.
f. Community involvement from big companies,
advertising agencies, designers.
g. Ben Weaver. Housing group to pursue.
h. Collaboration with Westminster.

7.3

Chair’sComment
7.

WCC data and policies - meet with Tom Kimber(NB)
Research other areas’ solutions
Input from community engagement
Sponsored research

Action
There are a lot of responsibilities
outlined in the above segment.
Please read and make sure you
understand what and when you
have agreed to get involved.

ALL

Sum up, overview of future tasks
Presenter
WS
Wendy Shillam summed up. We are starting to see the wood from
the trees.
She urged everyone that we all need to work hard to keep up this
large agenda.
She recognises that some people can give more time than others at
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different times and that some give of support in different ways. She
asked that if you think you might be unable to do something you
have agreed to do that you tell us, before it becomes a problem,
and we can get someone else to help.
All

Action
Key Tasks
Topic Groups to meet again by Mid
Feb – in their new guises.
£7,000 Application by mid March
Draft questionnaire by End May
8.

5 mins

YB
WS/AM

Next Meetings

Presenter

2015 Meetings - All meetings 6.00pm – 7.30pm
Date
Wed 14 Jan
2015
Mon 2 Feb

Wed 4 March
Mon 6 April
Wed 6 May
Mon June 1
Wed July 1
Mon 7
September
Wed 4
November

Venue
9a Margaret
Street
Community
Centre Foley St
9a Margaret St
Community
Centre
9a Margaret St
Community
Centre
9a Margaret St
Community
Centre
9a Margaret St

Facilitator
NB

Note taker
BW

GH

DC

IM
SB

GH
AM

DC
BW

WS
YB

YB
AM

IM
NB

WS

SB

END 8.00pm
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ANNEX
1. Housing/Liveable Neighbourhood
In the plan
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Good mix of housing by size, design, and tenure
Provision of housing for pensioners
Stop drain of affordable housing
Uphold high standards in new building (green)
Not turning into Soho – late hours, quantity, sleaze (licensing) (keep a
balance)
Provide arts centre/space
Routes: buses, deliveries, bicycles, pedestrians
Plan for pedestrians/Crossrail

Strategic but monitor/campaign
·
·
·
·

Housing numbers and locations
Not too many buses
At least 30% of affordable housing and reduce super-prime housing
Not too many buses (Goodge St)

Other initiatives for us to spearhead
·

Congestion (balance between economic activity and congestion etc)

2. Economic development/Young and independent business
In the plan
·
·
·
·

Nurture economic vitality
Small business space/lack of space
Diversity of use (licensing)
Congestion (balance between economic activity and congestion, noise etc)

Strategic but monitor/campaign
·

Showrooms
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Other initiatives for us to spearhead
·
·

Congestion (balance between economic activity and congestion etc)
Increasing costs/rents

3. Urban realm (safeguard and improve)
In the plan
·
·
·
·

Reduce parking
Conserve built environment
Traffic calming measures
Diversity of use (licensing)

4. Environment
In the plan
·
·
·
·

Environmentally sustainable
Traffic calming measures
Rubbish collection/dumping
Pub/night noise and nuisance

Strategic but monitor/campaign
·

Core hours

Other initiatives for us to spearhead
·
·
·
·

Present benefits: safe neighbourhood: balance about right
Pollution re housing location
Waste/recycling
Energy

NB. We need to add input from Brian’s group into this section.
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5. Other
Strategic but monitor/campaign
·
·

Licensing
Enforcement

Other initiatives for us to spearhead
·
·

Central Activities Zone
Westminster CC enforcement and information
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